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Provas Académicas

“Agregação” (Full Professorship Requirement) Lecture Summary - The Design and Construction of Interactive Systems and Applications, Elements for a Paradigm, FCUL, July 1999

This lecture addresses the foundations of the design of interactive computer systems and applications. By interactive systems, we designate those where the person-machine interface is a central element, destined for operation, use and control by human users. By foundations, or elements of a paradigm, we refer to a set of principles, models and methods that underlie and guide the design of those systems and applications.

The elements for a paradigm that are presented here also form a set of notions and concepts that support the creation and organization of specific disciplines, the identification and guidance of research themes and the coordination of scientific programmes.

The lecture initially presents a set of key concepts, related by a group of fundamental contributions. From this set of concepts emerges a framework to approach classes of interactive systems and applications, a framework that guides the functionality and interface design options and that opens the door to the criticism of this class of technologies. To illustrate how such a vision guides the systems design activities, some historical and current personal examples are presented, including application contexts, specific problems and proposed solutions. The conclusion, entitled Convergence and Implications, discusses the conceptual, methodological and practical consequences of the adoption of these paradigmatic elements.

PhD, The Design and Construction of Interactive Systems and Applications, IST/UTL, February 1992

The increasing capabilities in man-machine interaction, offered by the technological developments, create new needs. These new needs result from the growing complexity of the applications used in the current computing environments, and, in particular, from the effort required for their design and construction. The thesis proposes to approach the problem along three axes: the architecture of the interface and application, the adoption of object oriented techniques and methodologies, and the use of interactive construction tools. The central argument of the thesis states that the creation of a more productive environment for the design and construction of interactive applications is due to integrated evolutions along these three dimensions.

The application architecture defines categories of components that cover the main aspects of the general interactive applications. These aspects include the structuring of the internal functionality, the presentation, dialogue and execution, and the connection to external systems, the Representation and Interaction, Storage and Communication systems. The object oriented methodologies and techniques allow to structure the application construction process, defining programming levels and agents, in order to optimise that process, and to define the scope of the techniques provided by the programming languages. The construction tools offer the rapid prototyping facilities required by the iterative nature of the interactive applications' development cycle. The proposed tools also reflect the architectural and methodological notions. The presented concepts are materialised in two complete implementations, a tool for interface and application construction, INGRID, and a toolkit for the construction of hypermedia applications, HOT.

Finally, some new perspectives are drawn, considering multiuser and multimedia applications. The requirements raised by these categories of applications also ought to be supported by the several dimensions of the design and construction process.

Keywords: Man Machine Interaction, User Interface Architecture, Object Oriented Design and Programming, Interactive Tools

MSc, The SMD Distributed System : Heterogeneity, Analysis and Implementation of the file distribution, IST/UTL, Nov 1986

The activity carried out in the domain of Distributed Operating Systems in the SMD/INESC project led to the design and implementation of a totally distributed architecture, interconnecting different types of machines and systems.

The first part of the work presented in this thesis analyzes the problem of the file distribution in the SMD system and describes the implementation of the SMD Distributed File System. The second part addresses the implementation of the Distributed System on a classical machine and operating system (Data General MV8000, AOS/VS).

The Distributed File System in the element of the SMD system that provides transparency in the access to files located in the several networked machines. The interconnection of heterogeneous systems includes the implementation and the adaptation of the several SMD system levels on native systems, from the basic communication mechanisms to the high level SMD system services.

Keywords: Distributed Systems, Operating Systems, SMD, File Systems, AOS/VS.
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